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Aim and purpose of the policy

Mathematics is a network of skills intertwined with one another and without understanding the
foundations of the subject to its fullest, children are more likely to build an instrumental
understanding (memorising a series of steps) rather than a relational understanding
(understanding how and why methods work) of mathematics.

Within this policy we show  our calculation strategies and the associated vocabulary for each
operation. Through using these strategies we aim to:

● Develop children’s fluency with basic number facts
● Develop children’s fluency in mental calculation  Develop children’s fluency in the use of

written methods
● Teach inequality alongside teaching equality
● Look for pattern and make connections
● Expose mathematical structure and work systematically
● Move between the concrete and the abstract

Overview of Calculation Approaches

Early Years into KS1

● Visualisation to secure understanding of the number system.
● Secure understanding of numbers to 10 using resources such as multi-link, fingers,

numicon, tens frames.
● Begin making links between different images of a number and their link to calculation.
● Practical, oral and mental activities to understand calculation.

Key Stage 1

● Introduce signs and symbols
● Extend visualisation to secure understanding of the number system beyond 100,

especially the use of place value resources such as base 10, place value charts, number
grids, arrow cards and place value counters.

● Further work with tens frames to develop basic calculation understanding, supported by
numicon and multi-link.

● Continued use of practical apparatus to support early t itching of 2 digit calculation e.g.
base 10 or numicon to demonstrate partitioning and exchanging before methods are
taught as jottings/number sentences.

● Methods of recording/jottings to support calculation.



Resources to facilitate concrete and relational learning

Addition and Subtraction
❖ 100 square
❖ Number lines
❖ Empty number line
❖ Dienes Blocks (Base 10)
❖ Place Value Cards
❖ Place value counters
❖ Numicon
❖ Tens frames
❖ Money
❖ Place Value charts
❖ Multi-link cubes

Multiplication and Division
❖ 100 square
❖ Number lines
❖ Empty number line
❖ Dienes Blocks (Base 10)
❖ Place value counters
❖ Place value charts
❖ Multiplication squares
❖ Numicon
❖ Arrays
❖ Money



Addition

EYFS Objectives

∙ Using quantities and objects, they add two single-digit numbers and count on or back to

find  the answer.

Vocabulary

add, more, and, make, sum, total, altogether, score, double, one more, two more, ten more…,

how  many more to make… ?, how many more is… than…?

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Use resources e.g. cars,

dinosaurs, shells, bears

Draw objects

+

=

Write numbers onto a

part  whole model

3 + 4 =

Year 1 Objectives

∙ To read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition

(+) ∙ To add one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero

To represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within

20

∙ To solve one-step problems that involve addition, using concrete objects and

pictorial  representations, and missing number problems

Vocabulary

number bonds, add, more, plus, make, sum, total, altogether, inverse, double, near double,

equals,  is the same as (including equals sign), score, one more, two more… ten more, how many

more to  make…?, how many more is… than…?, how much more is…?

Concrete Pictorial Abstract



Counting on using a number

line  and practical resources

such as numicon and ten

frames

Objects and number

line

Use a 10 Frame

Numicon

Draw objects onto a

part  whole model

Adding two groups

together

Write numbers onto a part

whole model

Written Method

6 + 5 = 11

6 + ? = 11

Year 2 Objectives

∙ To add numbers using concrete objects, pictorial representations, and mentally, including:

a  two-digit number and ones, a two-digit number and tens, two two-digit numbers and

adding  three one-digit numbers

∙ To solve problems with addition using concrete objects and pictorial representations,

including  those involving numbers, quantities and measures

∙ To show that addition of two numbers can be done in any order

∙ To recognise and use the inverse relationship and use this to check calculations and

solve  missing number problems.

.To recall and use addition  and subtraction facts to 20 fluently, and derive and use

related facts to 100

Vocabulary

add, addition, more, plus, make, sum, total, altogether, double, near double, one more, two

more… ten more… one hundred more, how many more to make…?, how many more is… than…?,

how  much more is…?, tens boundary, inverse, equals



Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Place value chart and

counters

Base 10

Counting on - number line

Column method with base 10

Column method with base 10 -

crossing ten

Number Line

Counting on in tens and ones

Partitioning tens and ones

23 + 16 = 39

20 + 10 = 30

3 + 6 = 9

30 + 9 = 39

Column Method - not crossing

Crossing ten



Subtraction

EYFS Objectives

∙ Using quantities and objects, they subtract two single-digit numbers and count on or back

to  find the answer.

Vocabulary

take (away), leave, how many are left/left over?, how many have gone?, one less, two less…

ten  less…,how many fewer is… than…?, difference between, is the same as

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Use resources/objects e.g.

ten frames,  Numicon, cubes,

bean bags, counters etc

Draw objects they are using

and then cross out the

correct  amount.

4 – 3 = 1

Write numbers onto a

part  whole model

4 – 3 =

Year 1 Objectives

∙ To read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving subtraction

(-) ∙ To subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero

∙ To solve one-step problems that involve subtraction, using concrete objects and

pictorial  representations, and missing number problems

Vocabulary

subtract, take away, minus, leave, how many fewer is…than..?, how much less is..? half, halve,

how  many are left/left over?, how many are gone?, one less, two less, ten less…, how many

fewer is…  than…?, how much less is…? =, equals, sign, is the same as, count on, count back,

difference  between. how many more is…than..?, how much more is..?

Concrete Pictorial Abstract



Counting back using a

number  line and practical

resources

Counting objects and

crossing out

Find the difference using

objects e.g.cubes, Numicon,

Pictures with the written

calculation

Number lines and draw the

objects

Find the difference using

pictures

Write numbers onto a

part

whole

model

Use Number Lines to count

back from given number

Written Method

8 – 5, the difference is

8 - 5 =

3 = ? - 5

Year 2 Objectives

∙ To subtract numbers using concrete objects, pictorial representations, and mentally,

including:  a two-digit number and ones, a two-digit number and tens, two two-digit numbers ∙
To solve problems with subtraction using concrete objects and pictorial representations,

including those involving numbers, quantities and measures

∙ To show that addition of two numbers can be done in any order and subtraction of one

number  from another cannot

∙ To recognise and use the inverse relationship and use this to check calculations and

solve  missing number problems.

Vocabulary

subtract, minus, leave, how many are left/left over?, how many less is… than…?, how much

fewer  is…?, difference between, half, halve, equals, sign, is the same as, partition, inverse,

count on ,  count back, one less, ten less… one hundred less, exchange



Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Use a 10 Frame

Base 10

Base 10 and exchange

Number lines

Hundred square to subtract

tens then ones

Place Value

Chart/Whiteboard

Place Value

Chart/Whiteboard including

exchange

Number Line

Counting back in tens and

ones

Written Column Method



Multiplication

EYFS Objectives

∙ Using quantities and objects to solve problems, including doubling

Vocabulary

group, lots of, double

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Repeated

grouping/repeated

addition

Use pictorial methods Write numbers

4 + 4 + 4 = 12

Year 1 Objectives

∙ To solve one-step problems involving multiplication, by calculating the answer using

concrete  objects, pictorial representations and arrays with the support of the teacher.

Vocabulary

odd, even, count in twos, fives, count in tens (forwards from/backwards from), how many

times?  lots of, groups of, once, twice, five times, ten times , multiple of, times, multiply,

multiply by,  array, row, column, double.

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Use a range of objects

and manipulatives to

show

repeated addition and

groupings

Use pictorial methods such

as arrays and drawing the

groups

Use number tracks and

number lines



Year 2 Objectives

∙ To recall and use multiplication facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables,

including  recognising odd and even numbers

∙ To calculate mathematical statements for multiplication within the multiplication tables

and  write them using the multiplication (×) and equals (=) signs

∙ To show that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) ∙ To

solve problems involving multiplication, using materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental

methods, and multiplication facts, including problems in contexts.

Vocabulary

odd, even, twos, fives, tens, threes, lots of, groups of, once, twice, three times, five times,

ten  times, multiple of, times, multiply, multiply by, repeated addition, array, row, column,

double, inverse

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Use arrays to illustrate Pictorial arrays and counting

in jumps of 2,5,10

Written  calculations

10 = 2 × 5

5 × 2 = 10

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 10

10 = 5 + 5

Division

EYFS Objectives

∙ Using quantities and objects to solve problems, including halving and sharing.

Vocabulary

halve, half, share, share equally, groups

Concrete Pictorial Abstract



Use resources Sharing pictorially Write numbers

6 shared by 2 = 3

3 3

Year 1 Objectives

∙ To solve one-step problems involving division, by calculating the answer using concrete

objects  and pictorial representations with the support of the teacher.

Vocabulary

halve, share, share equally, groups, equal groups of, divide, divided by, left, left over

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Use resources such as cubes

and counters to share equally

Sharing pictorially Write numbers

6 shared by 2 = 3

Year 2 Objectives

∙ To recall and use division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, including

recognising  odd and even numbers

∙ To calculate mathematical statements for division within the multiplication tables and

write  them using the division (÷) and equals (=) signs

∙ To show division of one number by another cannot

∙ To solve problems involving division, using materials, mental methods, and division

facts,  including problems in contexts.

Vocabulary

groups of, equal groups of, halve, share, share equally, divide, divided by, divided into,

repeated  subtraction, inverse.

Concrete Pictorial Abstract



Consolidate sharing/equal

groups

Arrays and representing

objects into equal parts

Using a Number

Line/Repeated Subtraction

Multiplication facts


